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Violeta [English Edition] 2022-01-25 new york times bestseller this sweeping novel from the author of a long petal of the
sea tells the epic story of violeta del valle a woman whose life spans one hundred years and bears witness to the greatest
upheavals of the twentieth century an immersive saga about a passion filled life people one of the best books of the year
popsugar real simple reader s digest violeta comes into the world on a stormy day in 1920 the first girl in a family with five
boisterous sons from the start her life is marked by extraordinary events for the ripples of the great war are still being felt
even as the spanish flu arrives on the shores of her south american homeland almost at the moment of her birth through her
father s prescience the family will come through that crisis unscathed only to face a new one as the great depression
transforms the genteel city life she has known her family loses everything and is forced to retreat to a wild and beautiful but
remote part of the country there she will come of age and her first suitor will come calling she tells her story in the form of a
letter to someone she loves above all others recounting times of devastating heartbreak and passionate affairs poverty and
wealth terrible loss and immense joy her life is shaped by some of the most important events of history the fight for women
s rights the rise and fall of tyrants and ultimately not one but two pandemics through the eyes of a woman whose
unforgettable passion determination and sense of humor carry her through a lifetime of upheaval isabel allende once more
brings us an epic that is both fiercely inspiring and deeply emotional
A Long Petal of the Sea 2020-01-21 the sunday times bestseller the new york times bestseller a powerful love story spanning
generations full of ambition and humanity sunday times one of the strongest and most affecting works in allende s long
career new york times book review on september 3 1939 the day of the spanish exiles splendid arrival in chile the second
world war broke out in europe victor dalmau is a young doctor when he is caught up in the spanish civil war a tragedy that
leaves his life and the fate of his country forever changed together with his sister in law the pianist roser he is forced out of
his beloved barcelona and into exile when opportunity to seek refuge arises they board a ship chartered by the poet pablo
neruda to chile the promised long petal of sea and wine and snow there they find themselves enmeshed in a rich web of
characters who come together in love and tragedy over the course of four generations destined to witness the battle
between freedom and repression as it plays out across the world a masterful work of historical fiction that soars from the
spanish civil war to the rise and fall of pinochet a long petal of the sea is isabel allende at the height of her powers a
masterful work of historical fiction about hope exile and belonging independent online a defiantly warm and funny novel by
somebody who has earned the right to argue that love and optimism can survive whatever history might throw at us daily
telegraph a grand storyteller who writes with surpassing compassion and insight her place as an icon of world literature was
secured long ago khaled hosseini a novel not just for those of us who have been allende fans for decades but also for those
who are brand new to her work what a joy it must be to come upon allende for the first time colum mccann allende s style is
impressively olympian and the payoff is remarkable guardian epic in scope yet intimate in execution i
Ines of My Soul 2020-06-30 a passionate tale of love freedom and conquest from the new york times bestselling author of



the house of the spirits isabel allende born into a poor family in spain inés suárez finds herself condemned to a life of poverty
without opportunity as a lowly seamstress but it s the sixteenth century the beginning of the spanish conquest of the
americas struck by the same restless hope and opportunism inés uses her shiftless husband s disappearance to peru as an
excuse to embark on her own adventure after learning of her husband s death in battle she meets the fiery war hero pedro
de valdivia and begins a love that not only changes her life but the course of history based on the real historical events that
founded chile allende takes us on a whirlwind adventure of love and loss seen through the eyes of a daring complicated
woman who fought for freedom
Of Love and Shadows 2018-05-03 the moving novel from the multi million bestselling author of the house of the spirits and
the japanese lover irene beltrán is a force to be reckoned with as a magazine journalist an unusual profession for a woman
with her privileged upbringing she is constantly challenging the oppressive regime her investigative partner is photographer
francisco leal the son of impoverished spanish marxist émigrés they are an inseparable team and despite irene s
engagement to an army captain form a passionate connection when an assignment leads them to uncover an unspeakable
crime they are determined to reveal the truth in a national overrun by terror and violence together they will risk everything
for justice and ultimately to embrace the passion that binds them praise for isabel allende s of love and shadows allende can
just as deftly depict loving tenderness as convey the high fire of eroticism and when you ve successfully mingled sex and
politics with a noble cause how can you go wrong new york times book review allende is a born storyteller chicago tribune
the people in of love and shadows are real their triumphs and defeats are so faithful to the truth of human existence that we
see the world in miniature this is precisely what fiction should do washington post we are by turns enchanted and
entertained allende has married the world of magic and political evil most credibly la times book review
Paula 2020-09-29 newly reissued new york times bestselling author beautiful and heartrending memoir autobiography
epicedium perhaps even some fiction they are all here and they are all quite wonderful los angeles times when isabel
allende s daughter paula became gravely ill and fell into a coma the author began to write the story of her family for her
unconscious child in the telling bizarre ancestors appear before our eyes we hear both delightful and bitter childhood
memories amazing anecdotes of youthful years the most intimate secrets passed along in whispers with paula allende has
written a powerful autobiography whose straightforward acceptance of the magical and spiritual worlds will remind readers
of her first book the house of the spirits
The House of the Spirits 2015-10-27 spectacular an absorbing and distinguished work the house of the spirits is a unique
achievement both personal witness and possible allegory of the past present and future of latin america the new york times
book review the house of the spirits the unforgettable first novel that established isabel allende as one of the world s most
gifted storytellers brings to life the triumphs and tragedies of three generations of the trueba family the patriarch esteban is
a volatile proud man whose voracious pursuit of political power is tempered only by his love for his delicate wife clara a



woman with a mystical connection to the spirit world when their daughter blanca embarks on a forbidden love affair in
defiance of her implacable father the result is an unexpected gift to esteban his adored granddaughter alba a beautiful and
strong willed child who will lead her family and her country into a revolutionary future one of the most important novels of
the twentieth century the house of the spirits is an enthralling epic that spans decades and lives weaving the personal and
the political into a universal story of love magic and fate
In the Midst of Winter 2017-10-31 new york times and worldwide bestselling author isabel allende returns with a sweeping
novel that journeys from present day brooklyn to guatemala in the recent past to 1970s chile and brazil that offers a timely
message about immigration and the meaning of home people during the biggest brooklyn snowstorm in living memory
richard bowmaster a lonely university professor in his sixties hits the car of evelyn ortega a young undocumented immigrant
from guatemala and what at first seems an inconvenience takes a more serious turn when evelyn comes to his house
seeking help at a loss the professor asks his tenant lucia maraz a fellow academic from chile for her advice as these three
lives intertwine each will discover truths about how they have been shaped by the tragedies they witnessed and richard and
lucia will find unexpected long overdue love allende returns here to themes that have propelled some of her finest work
political injustice the art of survival and the essential nature of and our need for love
De amor y de sombra 1994 recounts the adventurous life of a young latin american woman whose powers as a storyteller
bring her friendship and love description from amazon com
Eva Luna 1987 new york times bestseller from the author of the house of the spirits this epic novel spanning decades and
crossing continents follows two young people as they flee the aftermath of the spanish civil war in search of a place to call
home one of the most richly imagined portrayals of the spanish civil war to date and one of the strongest and most affecting
works in isabel allende s long career the new york times book review named one of the best books of the year by esquire
good housekeeping parade in the late 1930s civil war grips spain when general franco and his fascists succeed in
overthrowing the government hundreds of thousands are forced to flee in a treacherous journey over the mountains to the
french border among them is roser a pregnant young widow who finds her life intertwined with that of victor dalmau an army
doctor and the brother of her deceased love in order to survive the two must unite in a marriage neither of them desires
together with two thousand other refugees roser and victor embark on the ss winnipeg a ship chartered by the poet pablo
neruda to chile the long petal of sea and wine and snow as unlikely partners the couple embraces exile as the rest of europe
erupts in world war starting over on a new continent they face trial after trial but they will also find joy as they patiently
await the day when they might go home through it all their hope of returning to spain keeps them going destined to witness
the battle between freedom and repression as it plays out across the world roser and victor will find that home might have
been closer than they thought all along a masterful work of historical fiction about hope exile and belonging a long petal of
the sea shows isabel allende at the height of her powers praise for a long petal of the sea both an intimate look at the



relationship between one man and one woman and an epic story of love war family and the search for home this gorgeous
novel like all the best novels transports the reader to another time and place and also sheds light on the way we live now j
courtney sullivan author of saints for all occasions this is a novel not just for those of us who have been allende fans for
decades but also for those who are brand new to her work what a joy it must be to come upon allende for the first time she
knows that all stories are love stories and the greatest love stories are told by time colum mccann national book award
winning author of let the great world spin
A Long Petal of the Sea 2020-01-21 completing the trilogy that includes her bestselling novels daughter of fortune and the
house of the spirits portrait in sepia is a stunning novel about memory and family secrets set at the end of the nineteenth
century portrait in sepia is a richly imagined historical novel featuring the colorful and intrepid del valle family the
protagonist aurora del valle suffers a brutal trauma that shapes her character and erases from her mind all recollections of
the first five years of her life raised by her ambitious grandmother the regal and commanding paulina del valle she grows up
in a privileged environment free of the limitations that circumscribe the lives of women at that time but tormented by
horrible nightmares when she is forced to recognize her betrayal by the man she loves and to cope with the resulting
solitude she decides to explore the mystery of her past
Portrait in Sepia 2020-06-30 paula es el libro más conmovedor más personal y más íntimo de isabel allende junto al lecho en
que agonizaba su hija paula la gran narradora chilena escribió la historia de su familia y de sí misma con el propósito de
regalársela a paula cuando ésta superara el dramático trance el resultado se convirtió en un autorretrato de insólita
emotividad y en una exquisita recreación de la sensibilidad de las mujeres de nuestra época
Paula 1994 narrated with warmth humor exceptional candor and wisdom the sum of our days is a portrait of a
contemporary family tied together by the love strong will and stubborn determination of a beloved matriarch the indomitable
new york times bestselling author of the house of the spirits isabel allende an inspiring and thought provoking work denver
post isabel allende reconstructs the painful reality of her own life in the wake of the tragic death of her daughter paula
narrated with warmth humor exceptional candor and wisdom this remarkable memoir is as exuberant and as full of life as its
creator allende bares her soul while sharing her thoughts on love marriage motherhood spirituality and religion infidelity
addiction and memory and recounts stories of the wildly eccentric strong minded and eclectic tribe she gathers around her
and lovingly embraces as a new kind of family
The Sum of Our Days 2020-09-29 an adventure story that reveals for the first time how diego de la vega became the
masked man we all know so well after many adventures fierce battles with pirates at sea and rescues diego de la vega aka
zorro returns to america to reclaim the hacienda on which he was raised and to seek justice for all who cannot fight for it
themselves
Zorro 2006 the source of the narrative energy that creates such absorbing stories allende s very popular novels have



attracted both critical approval and opprobrium often at the expense of genuine analysis this sophisticated study explores
the narrative architecture of allende s house of the spirits 1982 daughter of fortune 1999 and portrait in sepia 2000 as a
trilogy proposing that the places created in these novels subvert the patriarchal norms that have governed politics sexuality
and ethnicity rooted in the foucauldian premise that the history of space is essentially the history of power and supported by
susan stanford friedman s cultural geographies of encounter as well as gloria anzaldúa s study of borderlands this study
shows that by rejecting traditional spatial hierarchies allende s trilogy systematically deterritorializes the elite while shifting
the previously marginalized to the physical and thematic centers of her works this movement provides the narrative energy
which draws the reader into allende s universe and sustains the good story for which she has been universally acclaimed
karen wooley martin is associate professor of spanish at union university jackson tennessee
Isabel Allende's House of the Spirits Trilogy 2010 from the new york times bestselling author of the house of the spirits
isabelle allende comes a passionate tale of one young woman s quest to save her lover set against the chaos of the 1849
california gold rush orphaned at birth eliza sommers is raised in the british colony of valparaíso chile by the well intentioned
victorian spinster miss rose and her more rigid brother jeremy just as she meets and falls in love with the wildly
inappropriate joaquín andieta a lowly clerk who works for jeremy gold is discovered in the hills of northern california by 1849
chileans of every stripe have fallen prey to feverish dreams of wealth joaquín takes off for san francisco to seek his fortune
and eliza pregnant with his child decides to follow him as eliza embarks on her perilous journey north in the hold of a ship
and arrives in the rough and tumble world of san francisco she must navigate a society dominated by greedy men but eliza
soon catches on with the help of her natural spirit and a good friend the chinese doctor tao chi en what began as a search
for love ends up as the conquest of personal freedom a marvel of storytelling daughter of fortune confirms once again isabel
allende s extraordinary gift for fiction and her place as one of the world s leading writers
Daughter of Fortune 2020-06-30 the sunday times bestselling novel from literary legend isabel allende epic beautifully
crafted gripping from start to finish daily telegraph a moving exploration of both the pain and the freedom of being an
outsider new statesman a new novel by isabel allende is always a treat daily mail one extraordinary woman one hundred
years of history one unforgettable story violeta comes into the world on a stormy day in 1920 the first daughter in a family of
five boisterous sons from the start her life is marked by extraordinary events the ripples of the great war are still being felt
even as the spanish flu arrives on the shores of her south american homeland almost at the moment of her birth told in the
form of a letter to someone violeta loves above all others this is the story of a hundred year life of devastating heartbreak
and passionate affairs poverty and wealth terrible loss and immense joy bearing witness to a century of history it is a life
shaped by the fight for women s rights the rise and fall of tyrants and ultimately not one but two pandemics through the
eyes of a woman whose unforgettable passion determination and sense of humour will carry her through a lifetime of
upheaval isabel allende once more brings us an epic that is both fiercely inspiring and deeply emotional



VIOLETA 2023-02-16 the new york times bestselling author of the house of the spirits and a long petal of the sea tells the
story of one unforgettable woman a slave and concubine determined to take control of her own destiny in this sweeping
historical novel that moves from the sugar plantations of saint domingue to the lavish parlors of new orleans at the turn of
the 19th century allende is a master storyteller at the peak of her powers los angeles times the daughter of an african
mother she never knew and a white sailor zarité known as tété was born a slave on the island of saint domingue growing up
amid brutality and fear tété found solace in the traditional rhythms of african drums and the mysteries of voodoo her life
changes when twenty year old toulouse valmorain arrives on the island in 1770 to run his father s plantation saint lazare
overwhelmed by the challenges of his responsibilities and trapped in a painful marriage valmorain turns to his teenaged
slave tété who becomes his most important confidant the indelible bond they share will connect them across four
tumultuous decades and ultimately define their lives
Island Beneath the Sea 2020-06-30 allende can spin a yarn with the grace of a poet entertainment weekly an instant new
york times bestseller now with a new dear reader letter from the new york times bestselling author of a long petal of the sea
and the house of the spirits an enthralling and suspenseful coming of age story about a teenage girl who must unravel the
mysteries of her past in order to save herself nineteen year old maya vidal grew up in a rambling old house in berkeley with
her grandmother nini a force of nature whose formidable strength helped her build a new life after she emigrated from chile
in 1973 and popo an african american astronomer and professor whose solid comforting presence helps calm the turbulence
of maya s adolescence when popo dies of cancer maya comes undone and turns to drugs alcohol and petty crime when she
becomes lost in the dangerous underworld of las vegas maya becomes caught in the crosshairs of deadly warring forces her
one chance for survival is nini who helps her escape to a remote island off the coast of chile here maya tries to make sense
of the past to discover the truth about her life and her family and embarks on her greatest adventure a journey of self
discovery and forgiveness
Maya's Notebook 2021-01-19 an orphan raised in valparaiso chile by a victorian spinster and her rigid brother vivacious
young eliza sommers follows her lover to california during the gold rush of 1849 entering a rough and tumble world of new
arrivals driven mad by gold fever eliza moves in a society of single men and prostitutes with the help of her good friend and
savior the chinese doctor tao chi en california opens the door to a new life of freedom and independence to the young
chilean and her search for her elusive lover gradually turns into another kind of journey by the time she finally hears news of
him eliza must decide who her true love really is
Daughter of Fortune 2000 inâes suâarez es una joven y humilde costurera extremeäna que se embarca hacia el nuevo
mundo para buscar a su marido extraviado con sus sueänos de gloria al otro lado del atlâantico anhela tambiâen vivir una
vida de aventuras vetada a las mujeres en la pacata sociedad del siglo xvi en amâerica inâes no encuentra a su marido pero
sâi un amor apasionado pedro de valdivia maestre de campo de franciso pizarro junto a quien inâes se enfrenta a los riesgos



y las incertidumbres de la conquista y la fundaciâon del reino de chile
Inés del alma mía / Inés of My Soul 2017-05-02 since the appearance of isabel allende s first novel la casa de los espíritus
the house of the spirits in 1982 and its subsequent translations into several languages readers world wide have been
fascinated with her refreshing depiction of latin american reality and the role of women in its development the publication of
de amor y de sombra of love and shadows in 1984 and of eva luna eva luna in 1987 have drawn more well deserved
attention from readers and critics this timely book explores allende s three novels providing much needed criticism in
english and spanish the essays examine her novels from a broad range of perspectives ranging from the political control to
the power of words from direct testimony to fictional story telling from symbolism in characters names to the meaning of
dress and attire from the picaresque tradition to the parodic writing in contemporary latin american literature
Critical Approaches to Isabel Allende's Novels 1991 an exotic dance that beguiles and entices the enchanted and enchanting
account of a contemporary scheherazade a wide eyed american teller of tales who triumphs over harsh reality through the
creative power of her own imagination from the paperback edition
Eva Luna 1989 summer reissues with p s the engrossing story of one man s quest for love and for his soul from bestselling
author isabel allende now available with p s isabel allende s first novel to be set in the united states and to portray american
characters the infinite plan is a vivid tale of one man s search for love and his struggle to come to terms with a childhood of
poverty and neglect as he journeys from the hispanic barrio in los angeles to the killing fields of vietnam to the frenetic life
of a lawyer in san francisco gregory reeves loses himself in an illusory and wrongheaded quest only when he circles back to
his roots does he find the love and acceptance he has been searching for
The Infinite Plan 2020-06-30 in her opulent novel eva luna isabel allende uses exquisite prose to describe the survival of a
young latin american woman whose powers as a storyteller bring her friendship and love during a time of political unrest in
south america born in the back room of the mansion where her mother is a servant the enchanting eva luna defies
oppression by telling stories to a series of vibrant characters
Eva Luna 2009 tell me a story no one has heard before eva luna s lover asks her and eva luna obliges with an enchanting
medley that evokes all the pathos love joy and misery of life in latin america set from the humid caribbean to the antarctic
tip of argentina allende s stories capture the richness of the latin american experience and range in theme from the
extinction of amazon tribes to the modern theory that love can conquer cancer in the stories of eva luna allende employs
magical realism to integrate dreamlike elements into the landscape of her latin american characters the result a provocative
collection showcasing her haunting mythic voice and fantastic imagery prompted the san francisco chronicle to say allende
again shows her brilliance as a storyteller copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
The Stories of Eva Luna 1991 en la suma de los días isabel allende narra con franqueza la historia de su vida y la de su
peculiar familia en california en una casa abierta llena de gente y de personajes literarios y protegida por un espíritu hijas



perdidas nietos y libros que nacen éxitos y dolores un viaje al mundo de las adicciones y otros a lugares remotos del mundo
en busca de inspiración junto a divorcios encuentros amores separaciones crisis de pareja y reconciliaciones también es una
historia de amor entre un hombre y una mujer maduros que han salvado muchos escollos sin perder ni la pasión ni el humor
y de una familia moderna desgarrada por conflictos y unida a pesar de todo por el cariño y la decisión de salir adelante
english description narrated with warmth humor exceptional candor and wisdom the sum of our days is a portrait of a
contemporary family tied together by the love strong will and stubborn determination of a beloved matriarch the indomitable
new york times bestselling author of the house of the spirits isabel allende an inspiring and thought provoking work denver
post isabel allende reconstructs the painful reality of her own life in the wake of the tragic death of her daughter paula
narrated with warmth humor exceptional candor and wisdom this remarkable memoir is as exuberant and as full of life as its
creator allende bares her soul while sharing her thoughts on love marriage motherhood spirituality and religion infidelity
addiction and memory and recounts stories of the wildly eccentric strong minded and eclectic tribe she gathers around her
and lovingly embraces as a new kind of family
La suma de los días / The Sum of Our Days 2017-07-11 the life story of isabel allende one of the world s favourite writers is
as exotic passionate and inspiring as one of her novels
El plan infinito 2001 new york times bestseller in one of the most important and beloved latin american works of the
twentieth century isabel allende weaves a luminous tapestry of three generations of the trueba family revealing both
triumphs and tragedies here is patriarch esteban whose wild desires and political machinations are tempered only by his
love for his ethereal wife clara a woman touched by an otherworldly hand their daughter blanca whose forbidden love for a
man esteban has deemed unworthy infuriates her father yet will produce his greatest joy his granddaughter alba a beautiful
ambitious girl who will lead the family and their country into a revolutionary future the house of the spirits is an enthralling
saga that spans decades and lives twining the personal and the political into an epic novel of love magic and fate
My invented country : a memoir 2004 from new york times bestselling author isabel allende a magical and sweeping
publishers weekly starred review love story and multigenerational epic that stretches from san francisco in the present day
to poland and the united states during world war ii in 1939 as poland falls under the shadow of the nazis young alma belasco
s parents send her away to live in safety with an aunt and uncle in their opulent mansion in san francisco there as the rest of
the world goes to war she encounters ichimei fukuda the quiet and gentle son of the family s japanese gardener unnoticed
by those around them a tender love affair begins to blossom following the japanese attack on pearl harbor the two are
cruelly pulled apart as ichimei and his family like thousands of other japanese americans are declared enemies and forcibly
relocated to internment camps run by the united states government throughout their lifetimes alma and ichimei reunite
again and again but theirs is a love that they are forever forced to hide from the world decades later alma is nearing the end
of her long and eventful life irina bazili a care worker struggling to come to terms with her own troubled past meets the



elderly woman and her grandson seth at san francisco s charmingly eccentric lark house nursing home as irina and seth
forge a friendship they become intrigued by a series of mysterious gifts and letters sent to alma eventually learning about
ichimei and this extraordinary secret passion that has endured for nearly seventy years sweeping through time and
spanning generations and continents the japanese lover is written with the same keen understanding of her characters that
isabel allende has been known for since her landmark first novel the house of the spirits the japanese lover is a moving
tribute to the constancy of the human heart in a world of unceasing change
The House of the Spirits 1985-01 アメリカの高齢者向け養護施設を舞台に 生涯の愛について 人生の秘密について ミステリ仕立てで展開 アジェンデの新作
The Japanese Lover 2015-11-03 密林の捨て子と先住民の娘エバは 様々な家や土地を転々としながら成長し 愛と革命を知り 物語の語り手としての自分に目覚めていく
House of the Spirits 1985 la azarosa historia de una esclava en el santo domingo del siglo xviii que logrará zafarse de los
estigmas que la sociedad le ha impuesto para conseguir la libertad y con ella la felicidad desde la descripción de la editorial
日本人の恋びと 2018-02 allende is a master storyteller at the peak of her powers los angeles times the new york times bestselling
author of the house of the spirits and a long petal of the sea tells the story of one unforgettable woman a slave and
concubine determined to take control of her own destiny in this sweeping historical novel that moves from the sugar
plantations of saint domingue to the lavish parlors of new orleans at the turn of the ninteenth century the daughter of an
african mother she never knew and a white sailor zarité known as tété was born a slave on the island of saint domingue
growing up amid brutality and fear tété found solace in the traditional rhythms of african drums and the mysteries of voodoo
her life changes when twenty year old toulouse valmorain arrives on the island in 1770 to run his father s plantation saint
lazare overwhelmed by the challenges of his responsibilities and trapped in a painful marriage valmorain turns to his
teenaged slave tété who becomes his most important confidant the indelible bond they share will connect them across four
tumultuous decades and ultimately define their lives
エバ・ルーナ 2022-09-30 critiques such stories as the house of spirits and daughter of fortune while providing biographical
information about the latin american author
La isla bajo el mar 2010 irène fille de bourgeois est la maîtresse de son fiancé de toujours le beau capitaine gustavo
morante journaliste elle noue avec francisco fils d émigrants rescapés de la guerre civile espagnole qui travaille avec elle
comme photographe une relation d amitié complice mais irène et francisco vont se trouver incidemment à l origine de la
révélation d un de ces massacres politiques dont abondent les annales des dictatures d amérique du sud la répression se
tourne alors contre eux ce qu ils vont vivre transforme peu à peu leurs sentiments fraternels en un amour indissoluble
passant sans cesse de l ombre à la lumière et de l amour à la terreur ce second roman d isabel allende fait vivre des dizaines
de personnages pathétiques ou burlesques et surtout ces inoubliables figures de mères d épouses de filles qui font de l
auteur de la maison aux esprits la romancière par excellence du destin des femmes latino américaines
Island Beneath the Sea 2016-06-13 chilenische autorin geb 1942 die junge aurora macht sich auf die spuren ihrer



vergangenheit um endlich einem quälenden albtraum zu entkommen der ihr leben bestimmt wer waren ihre eltern welches
geheimnis umgibt die jahre ihrer kindheit
Isabel Allende 2003-05-30
D'amour et d'ombre 1987
Isabel Allende Textplus House of the Spirits 1991-05-01
Porträt in Sepia 2002
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